The Grand Principles of Design
from Beautiful Evidence, beginning on page 122

Charts, Figures, and Presentations

Comparisons

Multivariate Analysis

Documentation

Show comparisons, contrasts, differences

Interesting data isn't two-dimensional

Documentation equals credibility

The fundamental analytical act in statistical reasoning is
to answer the question “Compared with what?” Whether
we are evaluating changes over space or time, searching
big data bases, adjusting and controlling for variables,
designing experiments, specifying multiple regressions,
or doing just about any kind of evidence-based
reasoning, the essential point is to make intelligent and
appropriate comparisons. Thus visual displays, if they are
to assist thinking, should show comparisons. (p127)

The only thing that is 2-dimensional about evidence is
the physical flatland of paper and computer screen.
Flatlandy technologies of display encourage flatlandy
thinking. Reasoning about evidence should not be stuck
in 2 dimensions, for the world we seek to understand is
profoundly multivariate. (p130)

Publicly attributed authorship indicates to readers that
someone is taking responsibility for the analysis;
conversely, the absence of names signals an evasion of
responsibility. Readers can follow up and comunicate
with named sources. Also, names may have reputations
for credibility - or not. (p132)

Integration of evidence

This should go without saying at an institute such as
BRI, but is included here for completion’s sake. Show
scales and talk about problems with the data - this shows
care and craft. Always assume that a presenter is
cherry-picking data until they prove otherwise. This
ensures high standards of intellectual integrity.

Causality, Mechanisms,
Structure, Explanation
Design addresses the analysis of evidence
Simply collecting data may provoke thoughts about cause
and effect: measurements are inherently comparative,
and comparisons promptly lead to reasoning about
various sources of differences and variability. (p128)

Completely integrate words, numbers, images, diagrams
Words, numbers, pictures, diagrams, graphics, charts,
tables belong together. Excellent maps, which are the
heart and soul of good practices in analytical grahics,
routinely integrate worsds, numbers, line-art, grids,
measurement scales. Rarely is a distinction among the
different modes of evidence useful for making sound
inferences. It is all information after all. (p131)

The Wall Chart Principle

A presentation stands and falls based on the content

More data on more space for greater understanding

This is a content-driven craft, to be evaluated by its
success in assisting thinking about the substance. Thus
the first questions in constructing analytical displays are
not “How can this presentation use the color purple?”
Not “How large must the logotype be?” Not “How can
this presentation use the Interactive Virtual Cyberspace
Protocol Display Technology?” Not decoration, not
production technology. The first question is What are the
content-reasoning tasks that this dispaly is supposed to help
with? (p136)

Place all the important material adjacent in space. People
should not need to turn back, turn ahead, and insert
their finger and numerous flags on different pages to
understand your story. Wherever possible, display all the
data-parts together.

Avoid chartjunk. Anything that doesn’t relate to the data
should be removed. This includes boxes, lines, pictures
or symbols. If you can remove something without
affecting the data, then you didn’t need it to begin with.

More than 400 years ago, Galileo embedded visual
information directly into his text. Increasingly, this is a
lost art awaiting reclamation.

Inspired by the work of Edward Tufte with additional inspiration from other experts in the field of information visualization

a handout by

Matt Warren

Your presentation should be describable in three-paragraphs that
address the following questions: What’s the problem? What’s the
relevance? What’s the solution?

Don’t segregate your evidence by the mode of its production (ie. PowerPoint). Users have no natural interest in
programs or operating systems - just documents.

Content Counts Most of All

A guide to creating excellent presentations

New tools and techniques have made it possible to accumulate more
data than ever before. While obtaining relevant data is growing, our
methods of communicating the data have changed little over the past
few decades.
In an increasingly visual scientific world, your pictures and words are
more important than ever. In the past, crafting a good picture of data
was the exception. It’s now the rule.

The lower the resolution of an interface, the more the
hierarchy hinders understanding. As an example, think
of how hard it is to understand and navigate voicemail
menus.

All elements of this
graphic-segment are
necessary to tell its story.
Learn more about it on
page 122 of Beautiful Evidence.

In an article, presentation, or poster, our goal is to turn data into a
story. A leads to B leads to C. This handout is a reference tool for
telling the story that surrounds your data.

Resources for further exploration
Printed Resources

Online Resources

The four books from the presentation are invaluable resources.
If you would like more information about them,
visit http://www.edwardtufte.com/

Edward Tufte bulletin board website
http://www.edwardtufte.com/bboard/
Data Analysis for Politics and Policy (free PDF)
http://www.edwardtufte.com/tufte/dapp/
Matt’s Workbench intranet page
http://srvsp01:42602/personal/mwarren/mattsworkbench/
SparkMaker 4 Add-in for Microsoft Office
http://www.bissantz.com/sparkmaker/

Final Notes and Sources
This paper is combination of notes from the “Presenting Data and Information”
seminar that took place on April 29th, 2009 in downtown Seattle. In addition to this
primary source, it has been combined with guidelines from the writings of Seth Godin
as well as “Beyond Bullet Points” by Cliff Atkinson.
If you are interested in additional links and sources, please visit Matt’s Workbench
(noted above), part of BRI’s intranet.

A portion of a graphic produced by Stephen Malinowski’s Musical Animation Machine, depicting Frederic Chopin’s Berceuse, opus 57
This graphic can be found on page 46 of Beautiful Evidence

The Dangers of Powerpoint

Limits of the Two-Dimensional World

The Problem

Two Methods

Some Solutions

Some Problems

Some Solutions

The average PowerPoint presentation contains
elements that have no relevance to the data: busy
backgrounds, cute clipart, and animated effects.
This is largely because PowerPoint templates are
about PowerPoint, not your data. PowerPoint’s
form replaces the substance of your presentation.

Consider these two methods when crafting your
presentation. Both have their uses, depending upon the
content of your talk.

Use PowerPoint as a projector.
Create as little content as possible in PowerPoint.

There are two continual problems in information design.
(1) Our data grows more complicated, yet we have
two-dimensional displays and (2) we require more
information resolution from our mediums.

Avoid troublesome lines
Unless specifically addressing data concerns, boxes
and lines are unnecessary. Instead, put space
between the objects. This reduces optical clutter
and allows the absence of content to act as visual
divider. At their worst, irrelevant lines create a
moiré effect that makes it difficult to read the data.

Put items in order
Items in a table should always be in some sort of
order, whether chronological or in order of importance. There should never be a random order. This
is another axis of data.

If you must use boxes or lines, set the outline and
fill to be very slightly grey rather than black. This is
especially true of grids, which should be barely
visible, so as not to fight with the data lines/plots.

Use sans-serif typefaces
San-serif typefaces, such as Verdana and
Trebuchet, are the cleanest looking typefaces for
tables, whether printed or displayed on-screen.

Realistic models of causation cannot be conveyed
in a bullet list. The speaker may properly explain
it, but the effort will be undermined by projected
information that fights for the audience’s
attention. A narrative is required. This narrative is
verbally communicated. Reserve your projected
materials chiefly for displaying data graphics or
straightforward concepts.
Data graphics should draw the viewer's attention
to the sense and substance of the data, not to
something else. The data graphical form should
present the quantitative contents. Statistical
graphics are instruments to help people reason
about quantitative information.
The Visual Display of Quantitative Information, p91

1. The Seth Godin Approach
Sequential Storytelling
If you are crafting a traditional presentation, then
keep all your handouts and reference materials until
the end of the talk. This ensures that people are not
reading your handout when they should be listening
to your story. Also, never use slide-printouts as a
handout because they won’t work without you. If
your graphics convey a basic overview of data, then this
approach is suitable.
2. The Edward Tufte Approach
Conversational Exploration
If you are crafting a presentation that contains a high
volume of data, then provide a data-dump to your
audience, give them some time to read it, and then
explore it using a minimal number of slides. If your
graphics contain dense, multivariate data, then this
approach is suitable.
Regardless of the method you employ, your presentation
is about your ideas and your story: not slides and pictures
(which are secondary and supportive).

Remove anything superfluous.
If it can be removed and not adversely affect information transfer, then you didn’t need it.
Use slides to reinforce arguments, not repeat them.
Don’t parrot the slide’s contents. Your audience will
divide their attention between the screen and you; they
will do neither well.
Blank the display to draw the audience back to you.
When you want people to pay attention to what you
have to say, blank the slide. All eyes will return to you.
Use six or fewer words per slide.
This will increase information transfer, not reduce it.
Don’t display what should be printed.
High-density data should not live on a slide when it has
more power as a print-out.
Avoid the use of bullet-points.
Fewer words on your slide negates the need for bullets.
Don’t draw attention to admin elements or PowerPoint.
It’s not about logos or the software you used to create
the presentation. It’s about your data.
Never use the built-in templates.
They are designed to distract the viewer and obsfucate
data.

Utilizing the Edward Tufte method, you can address
these problems. Since the medium is printed and
large-scale, you can add additional detail to clarify the
viewer's questions. That detail needs to answer the
following questions. (1) What's the story? And (2) can I
believe it?

Data Tables
Use figures for content with high data-resolution.
Otherwise, generate tables. Humans have an uncanny
ability to absorb data in this manner; take advantage of
it. Examples can be found in your local newspaper.
People routinely understand densely packed data in the
financial and sports sections of the daily newspaper. Use
these as a handy reference to see what works. Note the
lack of chartjunk and the focus on data above all else.
When it comes to the design of your graphic, find a good
model and copy it. Don't spend time playing designer
when you should be reasoning about the content. The
internet is a valuable resource for finding designs that
will work for you.

These two tables depict the long-term survival rates of cancer patients at the end of the
20th century. The Before table depicts how it looked before making design changes. The After table
is more clearly written to illustrate the importance of early detection and provides a cleaner frame of reference for the
viewer. The standard error rate is not necessary and has been dropped. Also, note that the lines act as verbs, showing the
relative rise and drop of each rate over time. To see the tables in their entirety, refer to Beautiful Evidence, p174 & p176.

A New Meeting Format

Creating Better Figures

The Edward Tufte Approach

Charts are Concept Maps

Sparklines

How efficient the information throughput in a data-rich
meeting? How can you increase it? Edward Tufte’s
approach is to (1) give participants a high-resolution
data-dump and then (2) talk about the data.

Most explanatory and evidential images (presented in
scientific research, newspapers, textbooks, etc.) should
be mapped, placed in an appropriate context for
comparison, and located on the universal grid of
measurements.

These little data lines, because of their active
quality over time, are named sparkines - small,
high-resolution graphics usually embedded in full
context of words, numbers, images. Sparklines are
datawords: data-intense, design-simple, word-sized
graphics.
Beautiful Evidence, p47

The goal of this approach is to explore data that is not
stacked in time, as in a traditional presentation. Rather
than stepping sequentially through slides, present the
data up front and then discuss it. This results in a
technical, informal tone and meetings that are up to
30% shorter.

This image has been edited to show only the relevant graphic. To view this in its entirety and at its actual size, visit Matt Warren’s desk.

Charles Joseph Minard's data-map describes the successive losses in men of the French army during the French invasion of
Russia in 1812. Vivid historical content and brilliant design combine to make this one of the best statistical graphics ever.

Beautiful Evidence, p124

Supergraphics
A supergraphic is an 11x17 data-dump that is handed
out prior to your presentation. It is clean, colorful, and
packed with data. It is designed to encourage exploration
and questions.
The development of removable-type publishing accidentally divorced words and images. We gained the
mass-production of knowledge books, but lost the
word-image connection. Modern tools can now
reconnect those two methods if we are willing.
This bond between verbal and nonverbal evidence has
sometimes come undone in the process of publishing, as
the assorted technologies of reproduction and presentation have segregated information by the accident of its
mode of production. What has happened during 1,200
years of presenting text and images on paper and
computer screens – and what can be done about it?
Beautiful Evidence, p83

Creation Tips

The Presentation

Create clean graphics.
Use report-like designs, professional typefaces and
believable narratives.

1. Preparation
Get the best possible content however you need to.
Don't reinvent anything that can be acquired and
modified.

Express your credibility.
Put your name on what you do and provide sources for
all relevant data.
Make people smarter through your presentation.
Don't dumb down the data; raise the audience's
understanding.
Use the display screen sparingly.
Only display in support of what is discussed.
Know and respect your audience.
If you don't know them, you can't address their concerns.
If you don't respect them, you will underestimate them.

2. Practice
If possible, practice in front of a camera so you can
examine any behavioral distractions. Also, listen to a
recording of your presentation to learn what verbal
tics you might express.
3. Showtime
Show up early for your meeting. Meet with your
audience and personalize the experience for them.
4. Conclusion
Finish your presentation early. You have more time
for questions and the positive impression you leave
on your audience will make them happy.

Mappings often represent an explanatory theory applied
to the visual evidence. Therefore the standards of what
constitutes a credible account also apply to mappings.
Mappings help tell why the image matters.
Beautiful Evidence, p45

Recommendations
Use scales.
Scales are very useful for getting perspective on how large
or how small a thing is, compared to every other thing.

Sparklines are about showing change over time.
They are about being approximately right rather
than exactly wrong. Due to the high-density data
they can convey, they are a way to address the
recency bias. Already, five percent of all Science
and Nature publications incorporate sparklines.

In the image above, you can see the change of
different variables over time. This example show
hundreds of variables at a glance, allowing for
useful comparisons. The shading denotes the
average range and the red dots correspond with
the red text to show the current value of the
measurement.

Never use a pie chart.
That information can be presented as a table.
Annotate everything.
Put all notations directly next to pictures and relevant
data-points, wherever possible. Don't segregate the
reference materials that inspire the graphic.

Nouns and Verbs
In a chart, words are nouns and lines are verbs. These
two basic tools allow you to show causal relationships.
Science and Nature publications should be used as inspiration for good design. The SARS chart on the right is an
excellent example from The Lancet that shows the
relationship between patients and outbreaks in different
regions of the world.

From Guna Y et al, “Molecular epidemiology of the novel coronavirus that causes severe acute respiratory syndrome.”
The Lancet, January 10, 2004. PMID: 14726162 (Diagram on p100)

